Inova Performance Tracker Dashboard Service
®

Instant Awareness. Informed Action.

Customized Contact Center Dashboards

Access important real-time data from a custom-made web dashboard
Inova Performance Tracker® is a custom web

Customized for your Unique Needs

dashboard creation service that helps call center
professionals access their most important data all in
one place.

Instead of limiting you to a “one size fits all” dashboard,
our experts take the time to understand your center’s
unique data needs and requirements. We craft a
custom dashboard that delivers the data you need in
a manner that makes the most sense for you.

View real-time metrics from your ACD, internal
databases, and other systems in a consolidated
dashboard, accessible from any web-enabled device.
Colorful grids, charts and gauges graphically display
your KPIs and allow for quick comprehension of
complex data points. Simply click on a metric to
drill-down to more detailed information, or roll-up
for a high-level operational overview.
The beauty of Performance Tracker is that it gives
you easy access to information that you can put to
use right away to achieve your operational goals.

We can design one or many dashboard views,
depending on the needs of your center. Many clients
find value in a high-level dashboard for executives,
another more granular dashboard for floor managers,
and even a dashboard for agents displaying their
real-time individual and skill-group performance
level. Each dashboard is custom designed to provide
the information necessary for different groups to
operate at peak efficiency.

Powered by LightLink

Built on your Intranet

At the core of the Performance Tracker system is
Inova LightLink®, powerful middleware that provides
an infrastructure for capturing and communicating
real-time information.

We build your Performance Tracker dashboard on
intranet platforms such as Microsoft® IIS, allowing you
to leverage existing tools and resources.

LightLink connects to the systems already running in
your centers, such as your ACD, internal databases,
and workforce management system, and extracts
just the data required to feed your key call center
performance metrics. LightLink funnels the sea
of data generated by your disparate systems into
consolidated information that is focused, relevant
and actionable.
Use the rules-based engine and thresholds in
LightLink to automatically alert your team to red flags
as they happen.

Since your team is already familiar with the platform,
you’ll minimize the learning curve usually associated
with implementing new tools. Designate user access
levels in your intranet platform for a secure network
of information.

Flexibility
Performance Tracker web dashboards are flexible,
and can be displayed in several ways. Access the
dashboards on your computer or project them
onto LCD digital signage displays for large groups
to see. Choose the display method that works best
for your team.

Benefit

Explanation

Unified view of KPIs

Dashboards combine metrics from multiple data sources and sites

Less time with reports, more time
on strategic initiatives

Supervisors have instant access to important information, and can even set up thresholdbased alerts to automatically identify red flags

Uses existing infrastructure

Dashboards built on Microsoft® IIS or other intranet platforms

Identify and understand behaviors
behind KPIs

Drill-down views provide real-time details into why goals are missed

Visualize data

Visually-appealing charts, gauges and grids allow for quick comprehension of complex data

Customized to the individual

Role-based views defined by system username

About Inova Solutions
Since 1984, Inova Solutions has provided contact centers with real-time reporting software and hardware that
helps them operate at optimum levels. After implementing Inova’s advanced solutions, companies have reported
increased productivity, reduced costs and improved customer service. Inova operates globally in North America,
Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Asia Pacific. Visit www.inovasolutions.com for more information.
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